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As the evening unfolds, guests collaborate to unravel clues, interrogate 
suspects, and deduce motives and alibis, engaging in captivating detective 
work to solve the mystery.
 
Murder Mystery party night events are often set over evening dinner at venues 
across the UK. If you're looking for entertainment that promises interactive fun, 
join one of our murder mystery parties. Consider us as your go-to supplier for 
an evening that promises quality, laughter, affordability, and a night to die for!
 
Join us and let the excitement... and mystery unfold!

What do you do on a
Murder Mystery night?



Such a brilliant night out, 
very professional and funny, 

we enjoyed it so much!
Audience feedback review



How to Plan a
Murder Mystery Party

Pick a theme or story you like

Join an engaging whodunit story

Interrogate suspects

Unravel clues

Collect evidence

Solve the mystery

Lastly, prepare for Fun!

We suggest event themes that tie in with client requests, season, 
location and familiarity with Murder Mystery Whodunit stories. 

The following suggestions are based on your event enquiry.



Theme suggestion
“Murder… Without a Clue’do”
Genre: 1926 Country house setting

Join a cast of classic characters for a Country House whodunit in 
which YOU are the detective!

When the new butler arrives at the Peacock Estate murder follows 
in his footsteps. What does he have to hide? Why has he chosen 
this Country Manor in which to plot and plan his next scheme… 
and what is his interest in the maid, Miss White. Can the Colonel 
stop their nefarious proposals before someone is served their just 
deserts?

Faced paced, hugely entertaining, and devilishly tricky to crack… 
this case could just prove the death of you!

This interactive production lasts 135 minutes and is suitable for audiences up to 100 guests. 
Fancy Dress Idea/Suggestion: Period; Cluedo Colours
(Some guests like to dress up for our events. It is not important that they do so and is up to the promoter 
if they wish to make this suggestion)



Theme suggestion
“Come Die With Me”
Genre: End of World War II; 1946; Town House setting

Four Chefs. Three courses. Two hours. 
One Victim… and you!

A newspaper headline challenges readers to “Know Your Neighbour” 
by hosting a series of dinner parties. The knives (and forks) are out 
as a group of strangers compete for the title of ultimate dinner party 
host. And with £100 on the table to add spice to the proceedings it 
comes as little surprise that tonight’s meal will end in Murder!

The War may be over but the fighting has just begun in this comedy 
whodunit that pits posh nosh against black market rations in a case 
that asks if YOU can solve the crime?

This interactive production lasts 135 minutes and is suitable for audiences up to 100 guests. 
Fancy Dress Idea/Suggestion: Period; Period; Black Tie; War-Effort
(Some guests like to dress up for our events. It is not important that they do so and is up to the promoter 
if they wish to make this suggestion)



Theme suggestion
“The Last Great Dinner Detective”
Genre: Victorian England

Before Christie met Poirot...
Before Simenon discovered Maigret...
Before Conan Doyle built Holmes...
One Gentleman Detective was already streets ahead!

Someone new has just moved into Baker Street! Join the last great 
dinner detective for a comedy dining experience that will take see 
our victim, and the audience, get their just desserts!

This interactive production lasts 135 minutes and is suitable for audiences up to 100 guests. 
Fancy Dress Idea/Suggestion: Period (Victorian), Black Tie, Famous Detectives 
(Some guests like to dress up for our events. It is not important that they do so and is up to the promoter 
if they wish to make this suggestion)

Audience favourite



Theme suggestion
“The 19th Hole”
Genre: 1930’s Country House Whodunit

Sir Basil Friedman is on a winning streak! He simply cannot lose! So 
when it is suggested that he runs for the Captaincy of St Niblett's 
Golf Club he feels sure that nothing can stand in his way. However, 
his long- standing rival - and hacker - Clarence Winterburn knows 
that they’re both playing the back nine and has all to gain by seeing 
his opponent drop in the rough. 

Will Basil’s good luck charm, Miss Charlie Grey, run out? And who is 
the mysterious and exotic Maria Fleischer who insists on knowing 
more about his balls? Something is afoot at St Niblett's... But what? 

One thing is certain: Basil is about to find the final cup is 6 foot deep 
and lies at “The Nineteenth Hole”.

This interactive production lasts 135 minutes and is suitable for audiences up to 100 guests. 
Fancy Dress Idea/Suggestion: Period (1920’s), Black Tie, Golfing attire
(Some guests like to dress up for our events. It is not important that they do so and is up to the promoter 
if they wish to make this suggestion)



Theme suggestion
“Tiberius Deadius”
Genre: 87 BC. The place: Rome. And there's a right Carry On up the forum... 

Tiberius Deadius, Rome’s foremost Gladiator, has just been found 
slain. It'll be for you to play detective and solve one of the greatest 
mysteries of the Ancient World in this classic comedy Murder 
Mystery Challenge! 

Revenge, betrayal and bloody death meet you at every turn... All set 
over a sumptuous meal. Titter ye not! It'll truly be a night of raised 
thumbs.

Infamy... Infamy... They've all got it in for me!

This interactive production lasts 135 minutes and is suitable for audiences up to 100 guests. 
Fancy Dress Idea/Suggestion: Toga/Period, Gladiators and Slaves
(Some guests like to dress up for our events. It is not important that they do so and is up to the promoter 
if they wish to make this suggestion)

Audience favourite



Theme suggestion
“Last Dates”
Genre: Modern Comedy set in a restaurant

Roses are red and violets are blue…
    ...tonight someone is coming for you!

The “Last Dates” restaurant usually throws open its doors to people 
looking for love but tonight all they’ll find is murder! Pull up a chair 
and order a cocktail at the most exclusive Whodunit dining event of 
the year. 

But who has the most to lose? 
Our French Maître d' with something to hide? 
The spirited barman who asks, “What’s your poison?” 
The waitress from hell or the date with a grudge?

You don’t need to be single to dine with us but you will need to play 
super snoop to solve the case and catch a killer.

This interactive production lasts 135 minutes and is suitable for audiences up to 100 guests. 
Fancy Dress Idea/Suggestion: Black Tie
(Some guests like to dress up for our events. It is not important that they do so and is up to the promoter 
if they wish to make this suggestion)

Audience favourite



Theme suggestion
“Ashes to Ashes”
Genre: Modern Summer Comedy

A Summer Whodunit for anyone with balls!

Join us on the field of conflict for a hilarious modern day Midsummer 
Murder Mystery that will have you crying over your googlies and 
weeping over your wickets. It’ll be a battle for survival as the local 
titans of Sunday league cricket take on the “cucumber munchers” in 
a match to the death!

Don’t take your eye off the ball

This interactive production lasts 135 minutes and is suitable for audiences up to 100 guests. 
Fancy Dress Idea/Suggestion: Cricket, Umpires, Fans 
(Some guests like to dress up for our events. It is not important that they do so and is up to the promoter 
if they wish to make this suggestion)



Theme suggestion
“Murder Most Sweet”
Genre: 1950’s Midsummer Murder

This summer join our cast of colourful characters for a Whodunit set 
in the glorious garden of England.

When the new vicar tries to arrange a village fête to build post war 
spirits he uncovers a deadly hidden secret. It is no surprise then that 
he meets a sticky end over the home made jams!

Why is the Punch and Judy man so gleeful in declaring, “That’s the 
way to do it!” 
What has the W.I. got planned for the grand finale? 
Who added foxglove and hemlock to the Pimm's? 
One thing is sure, the addition of Morris dancers means that this 
Whodunit will be a Murder Mystery with bells on!

This interactive production lasts 135 minutes and is suitable for audiences up to 100 guests. 
Fancy Dress Idea/Suggestion: 1950’s Period; Summer dresses; Linen and hats
(Some guests like to dress up for our events. It is not important that they do so and is up to the promoter 
if they wish to make this suggestion)



Theme suggestion
“The Fearless Four”
Genre: Comedy Period Farce in the style of The Famous Five (for grown ups!)

It's the school holidays and the gang are all set for their latest 
adventure. Join Jane, George, Roger and Dick as they set out on 
their most dangerous investigation yet. Lashings of ginger beer 
and cream buns on the beach are vital for this comedy whodunit 
set in a time when winkles were winkles!

Has anyone seen Timmy?

This interactive production lasts 135 minutes and is suitable for audiences up to 100 guests. 
Fancy Dress Idea/Suggestion: Period (1942); Children; Famous Detectives; Murder Mystery
(Some guests like to dress up for our events. It is not important that they do so and is up to the promoter 
if they wish to make this suggestion)



Theme suggestion
“Sneaky Blinders”
Genre: 1910 British Gangster Theme

It's time for a family sit down. Trouble is brewing in Birmingham as 
the Trilbies realise that someone is on the take! But who? 

Tommy Trilbie wants his cash. Mr Campbell wants revenge and 
Aunty Dolly has your card marked! But who is out for blood?

Don your flat caps, get your razors at the ready and grab your 
flappers as the family come together for a night that will end in 
murder.

It takes a thief to catch a thief but what will it take for you to catch 
the killer in this “Sneaky” Whodunit.

This interactive production lasts 135 minutes and is suitable for audiences up to 100 guests. 
Fancy Dress Idea/Suggestion: Flat Caps, belts, braces and flappers 
(Some guests like to dress up for our events. It is not important that they do so and is up to the promoter 
if they wish to make this suggestion)



Theme suggestion
“Bone Appetit”
Genre: Modern Comedy

Unleash your inner detective at the prestigious BUFTS dog 
competition, where the canine chaos takes a thrilling turn! Brace 
yourself for a pawsitively riveting experience as a wild card entry 
turns the event into a fur-ocious battleground.

A killer is on the loose, off the leash, and the stakes have never been 
higher. Join a howlingly hilarious cast of dog owners as they embark 
on a tail-wagging adventure filled with twists, turns, and uproarious 
moments.

Tension builds, excitement escalates, and the hunt for the culprit 
reaches a gripping climax. Can you collar the cunning criminal or will 
you find yourself in the doghouse? Get ready for a whodunit that will 
make your heart race and your tail wag – this is one investigation 
where the fur flies and the laughter never stops!

This interactive production lasts 135 minutes and is suitable for audiences up to 100 guests. 
Fancy Dress Idea/Suggestion: Dog Show Judges and Competitors 
(Some guests like to dress up for our events. It is not important that they do so and is up to the promoter 
if they wish to make this suggestion)



Theme suggestion
“The Dark Horse Whodunit”
Genre: Modern Comedy

Dive headfirst into the scandalous world of Bury’ham Stables, where 
every pile of muck conceals a fortune and danger lurks behind every 
haystack! Get ready to channel your inner detective as you unravel a 
web of money, jealousy, and high-stakes drama surrounding the 
murder of bookie Hamilton Hancock.

At the Bury’ham Stables, the stakes are not just high – they're 
through the roof! With a tantalizing mix of wealth, secrets, and a 
racehorse named "Beaucadeau" in the spotlight, the winning post 
seems tantalizingly close for Hamilton Hancock. However, dark 
clouds gather as the stable hand comes under the scrutinizing eye of 
the Jockey Club, and the tax man is hot on the trail of Hancock's life 
savings.

Get ready to ride the adrenaline-fueled wave of crime-solving at 
Bury’ham Stables – because where there's muck, there's brass, and 
where there's mystery, there's a night of killer entertainment!

This interactive production lasts 135 minutes and is suitable for audiences up to 100 guests. 
Fancy Dress Idea/Suggestion: A day at the races
(Some guests like to dress up for our events. It is not important that they do so and is up to the promoter 
if they wish to make this suggestion)

Audience favourite



Theme suggestion
“One Way Ticket”
Genre: Steam driven spooky going’s on aboard the “NightCrawler” 

In the Golden Age of Steam the journey aboard the NightCrawler was 
supposed to be a simple one. Overnight from Victoria it should have 
taken the four travellers trapped in carriage number 11 just under 
two hours to reach Canterbury. Who had locked the doors to the 
carriage? Why were the occupants travelling by night? Where is the 
haunting melody of the singing child coming from? Four travellers set 
off but for one of them… This will be their final destination. 

Steam driven spooky going’s on aboard the “NightCrawler” 

All aboard for Murder? 
Beware the lure of the NightCrawler.

This interactive production lasts 135 minutes and is suitable for audiences up to 100 guests. 
Fancy Dress Idea/Suggestion: Period (1950’s), Black Tie
(Some guests like to dress up for our events. It is not important that they do so and is up to the promoter 
if they wish to make this suggestion)



Theme suggestion
“Crooked Quizzmas”
Genre: 1920’s Country House Festive Whodunit

Get what you deserve!

What better way to spend the festive season than to celebrate with a 
classic case of comedy “Murder Mystery” crime ‘n dine? Unwrap this 
festive gem and you’ll find a host of festive folk looking to tickle your 
tinsel, tighten your trinkets and twist your trimmings. This Christmas 
we return to the 1920’s with a classic Christmas themed Country 
House mystery. 

It will be up to you to witness the crime! Interrogate the suspects! 
And catch a killer! Join us for an interactive investigation that will ask 
which list are you on? The good? Or the naughty? Investigate further 
this Xmas! 

You’re the detective. Can you catch a killer?

This interactive production lasts 135 minutes and is suitable for audiences up to 100 guests. 
Fancy Dress Idea/Suggestion: Cluedo Colours, Period (1920’s), Black Tie or Christmas finest
(Some guests like to dress up for our events. It is not important that they do so and is up to the promoter 
if they wish to make this suggestion)



We held a murder mystery in November. 
We were impressed from start to finish: 

communication, time keeping, variety of  
mystery’s, helpfulness and professionalism was 

great. Look forward to using them again!
Audience feedback review



Provision
What we include with each quote
Each show comes with the following elements included (if required) in the quote provided:

• Marketing portfolio (digital download high res files and templates)
• 250 x A5 colour print double sided leaflets (including postage to Management)
• 6 x A3 colour print High Gloss Posters (including postage to Management)
• Event listing online with ticketing URL, map, event spec via Facebook
• Social Marketing Promotion with active links
--
• Costumed Cast  – festive/period attire - Four Actors
• Show props used by actors
• Cast Travel and event get-in costs (including any tolls charges/parking fees)
--
• Digital Sound Equipment (includes background welcome music and FX)
• Event Liability Insurance 
• A5 Colour Print double sided Investigation Documents
• Pens for the audience to use during event
• Note Paper sheets for the audience to use during event
• 12 x Winners Certificates
• Administration costs (including contract, receipt) 
--
• Digital Photographs supplied after the event 
  (images of cast and audience with winners portraits)



Provision
What we include with each quote
Examples of social media posts and print materials provided upon request
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Provision
What we include with each quote
Photographs. At the conclusion of each event the cast will have photographs 
taken with the audience; these are meta tagged with YOUR details so they can 
be found online by search engines. They are available after each event for the 
audience members to download for free. It’s a simple way of providing a 
lasting memory of the night. Show photographs are a great asset for Instagram 
and Facebook sharing in the future. 



It was done with humour 
and didn't take themselves too seriously. 

Very entertaining!
Audience feedback review



Guests should be seated in Teams
Our format requires diners to be sat together as teams of detectives. 
We recommend that tables are of (roughly) equal sizes. These tables will become the teams 
that play against each other to catch the killer. Unless agreed in writing you should not 
exceed 12 tables. This is because the cast of characters will rotate around the room and 
spend time with all the diners. We have found that 12 tables is the maximum we can 
accommodate to create a perfect balance for action, conversation, and timing. For more 
intimate gatherings it is usual to have 2 – 6 tables of diners.

We bring our own sound equipment with us. This will include a microphone, speakers, amp, 
cables, and stands. All our equipment is PAT tested and a copy of the certificate is available 
for download if required.

A performance space should be left (approx. 2m x 2m) in the centre of the room or in a 
location with as few obstacles or site issues as possible.



Timings
Three course service

18.00: Cast Arrival and set-up
            (cast will request 4 x sandwiches, a lockable room in which to change    
            and access to the performance space)
19.00: Audience arrive
19.25: Audience called for sit-down, starter served - 10 minute performance 
            of Murder Mystery; Staff requested to adopt a low profile
20.15: Starter course cleared - 25 minute performance of Murder Mystery;  
           Staff requested to adopt a low profile
20.40: Main Course served whilst cast rotate from table to table for 
            interrogation by the audience. This is followed by a 15 minute 
            performance of Murder Mystery
21.20: Main Course cleared
21.30: Dessert Course and Coffee are served - 20 minute performance of 
            Murder Mystery; The Killer is revealed and the winners announced.
22.00: Murder Mystery concludes with the audience being invited for 
            photographs
22.30: Event closed – Room turnaround by venue staff; Cast off site

W
e reserve the right to alter the form

at or tim
ings based on audience size, banqueting service, and services tim

es

Bespoke timings available upon request for
No meal
Two course service
Buffet
Four/Five course service



Our first time with your group 
last night and it was fabulous.

Audience feedback review



Terms & Conditions
Murder Mystery Events
Moneypenny Productions conditions of sale include the provision of a lockable room 
and a basic rider. Please take a moment to read the following. The Management shall 
be required to make full payment of all outstanding debts within 14 days of the 
Engagement, payment being the essence of the contract || The Artist retains the option 
to charge interest at the rate of 8% per month by separate invoice on all accounts that 
remain unpaid 14 days after the stated terms of credit || The Management agrees to 
provide suitable and adequate dressing room facilities and/or accommodation when 
requested by the Artist. Dressing room facilities must be lockable and have exclusivity 
as we carry firearms as part of the event || The Management agrees to provide the 
following refreshments when requested by the Artist: 4 x tea. 4 x coffee, still water, 4 x 
sandwiches (no egg/onion)/bar snack/hot food. Failure to supply these requested items 
will incur an automatic £25.00+VAT per event addition to the contracted fee || In the 
event of the Artist or any member thereof being unable to perform at the Engagement 
through illness the Management will be notified accordingly at the earliest opportunity 
and if required a Medical Certificate will be forwarded to the Management giving details 
of the illness and duration of incapacity involved. The Management shall thereupon 
have the right at its sole discretion to cancel this Agreement and no fees, expenses or 
deposits shall be payable to the Artist in the event of such a cancellation aforesaid || 
This contract reflecting the terms and conditions as verbally agreed shall be deemed 
accepted only when it is signed and returned || In the interest of personal safety it is 
the policy of the Artist to refuse to perform if verbally or physically threatened. Any 
cancellation of an event due to these circumstances is done so at the sole expense of 
the Management || Due to the nature of Moneypenny Productions Events the use of 
professional theatrical firearms is often involved. It is the responsibility of the client 
(herein called 'The Management') to warn their guests prior to an event with regards to 
the nature of the performance || An order once placed and accepted cannot be 
cancelled except with the Artists consent and on terms that will indemnify the Artist 
against any loss incurred || In the event of the order being Cancelled (other than due 
to circumstances beyond the control of the venue such as war, National Mourning, Fire, 
Strike, Lockout in the District directly affecting the Venue or by order of the licensing or 
Public Authority having Jurisdiction) or Postponed by the Management a fee will be due 
to the Artist, from the Management as per the following scale: 1. Cancellation of Dates 
with more than 28 day notice 20% of the Contracted Fee || 2. Cancellation of Dates 
with less than 28 day notice 50% of the Contracted Fee || 3. Cancellation of Dates with 
less than 14 day notice 100% of the Contracted Fee || 4. Postponement can take place 
up to 7 day notice at 50% of the Contract Fee. The postponement date must be agreed 
in writing by the Artist before the contracted original date of performance || 5. 
Postponement of Dates with less than seven day notice 75% of the Contracted Fee.
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